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A new type of 3D printing that uses bacteria to bind silica powder into glass products. 
The use of nature mechanisms for technological innovations to create sustainable solutions.
 
Humans and bacteria are the two most dominant and invasive species on Earth. We are 
dealing with bacteria on daily basis without even knowing. Humans are not the first ones to 
build and nature could be a great inspiration for sustainable innovations. This is a perfect time 
to push the new findings forward, since the ties between science, technology and design are 
deepening.
 
The project is at the moment a speculation, but not so farfetched. It requires several years 
of research to find the right type of bacteria, that would cause the silica to solidify. The same 
principle is already used with sand and bioconcrete. As is not the case in today’s glass 
industry, this technology allows cold production and minimises the CO2 emissions, it is cost 
efficient and less labour intensive. Every customer will receive a unique product: while fully 
controlling the initial 3D shape and printer settings, we can’t fully control bacteria. It is a 
collaboration with life itself.

DAE. Eindhoven, 2019
Provenance and Period:

Polina Baikina
Portfolio. Speculative design

BLASS. BACTERIAL-PRODUCED GLASS

Video:
https://vimeo.com/349315788
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Tempus is a concept for a biotechnological body module that gives humans the possibility to 
feel time and time flows intuitively.

It was created as the human experience demands more and more productivity and experi- 
ence in shorter amounts of time. Mankind is overflown with data, information and happenings. 
Taking breaks or waiting times nowadays are filled with doing something, like scrolling on 
Facebook. Our information density is always bigger. People in general walk 10% faster than 10 
years ago. But the human body is not designed to withstand this fast beating society it creat- 
ed, resulting in burn outs, mental breakdowns and general fatigue. We need to understand 
that time is an element in which we move - like fish in water. Time is change, time is evolution. 
This is why we need a better understanding of time and how to use it. We need to adapt to the 
ticking of the clock as well as listen better to our bodies.

This is what Tempus - The Sense For Time aims to enhance through precise electrical pulses 
that control our hormone system creating sensory data interpreted as feelings and emotions, 
which is easier to understand for our body than any visual or acoustic input.

DAE. Eindhoven, 2017
Provenance and Period:

Events:
2017 Call for Cyborgs Launch, The Embassy of Robot Love, DDW, Eindhoven, Netherlands

Credits:
Concept, design and development:
Polina Baikina, Varvara Lazareva, Manuel Pelligrini

Polina Baikina
Portfolio. Speculative design

TEMPUS
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In the far future, when even robots are driven out of the job market by even more efficient ro-
bots, what would happen to them? Will they be decommissioned, torn back into pieces? Re-as-
sembled into more advanced robots to get a new life? Or, perhaps, keep staring at a computer 
screen, scrolling down the endless feed of internet, like we humans do whenever there is spare 
time?

Kinetic sculpture presents a twisted look forward into the future: a robot, endlessly scrolling 
through web pages full of memes and jokes, with the relentlessness of a machine.

DAE. Eindhoven, 2017
Provenance and Period:

Video:
https://vimeo.com/257381423

Credits:
Concept, design and development:
Polina Baikina, Ken Tsunoda

Polina Baikina
Portfolio. Speculative design

ARTIFICIAL IGNORANCE
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The project is based on a research of tech trends, namely of algorithms that have taken over 
social networks, search engines, entertainment companies, etc. They control the information 
that we have access to, gently nudge us to consumption, shape our movie and music prefer-
ences.

MyCo is a wearable personal AI coach, that analyses the speech in combination with lifestyle, 
habits and physiological state. MyCo helps keep track of goals, be efficient and successful. 
MyCo analyses the speech of other people as well, in order to give advice, for example, at a 
job interview. User can get a real time feedback with bone conductivity function or a custom 
made earbud, completely invisible to another person. 

There are several options of notification mode: vibration, sound, light or temperature. The light 
on the interface will indicate a new message about the owner or counterpart. In case the user 
wants to keep the device concealed, it can give a notification about a message by slightly 
warming up. Customers may choose any colour for their device.

The prototype is interactive. It works via an Arduino and a Bluetooth, controlled through the 
MIT App Inventor application, with an inbuilt function of speech recognition. The bone con-
ductivity is represented by a transducer, that plays pre-recorded messages.

DAE. Eindhoven, 2017
Provenance and Period:

Polina Baikina
Portfolio. Speculative design

MYCO. PERSONAL AI COACH
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Polina Baikina
Portfolio. Speculative design

MYCO. TESTS WITH SHAPE, THICKNESS AND SILICONE TYPE
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Polina Baikina
Portfolio. Speculative design

MYCO. TESTS WITH HEATING ELEMENT POWER AND SILICONE THICKNESS
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A family of household items made from Russian traditional material - stinging nettle.

Russian traditional crafts were thriving throughout history, but this stopped with the dissolution 
of USSR and economic instability. Stinging Nettle is a weed that is widespread in Russia. It was 
a source for clothes, fishing nets, sailing ropes, traditional medicine, food. The craft that was 
passed down for generations is now slowly dying out. The idea is to create a new life for this 
material by making modern products and re-thinking production techniques.

Result is a variety of products from nettle, where you would use not just the fibre, but the thatch 
as well, which is usually thrown away. Pigments also come from the plant itself, so the whole 
plant is used for production.

DAE. Eindhoven, 2019
Provenance and Period:

Credits:
Concept, design and development:
Polina Baikina, Varvara Lazareva

KRAPIVA ZHGUCHAYA

Polina Baikina
Portfolio. Product design
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Appearance of the mirror-lamp is inspired by aesthetics of the cassette player ‘URAL’, de-
signed in the USSR. The functionality however is a reflection of popular applications, such as 
Instagram, where you ‘swipe’ for desirable filter for an image. 

Mirror-lamp, controlled with gestures, will become a central piece of the interior and create a 
mood in the space according to the owner’s preferences and wishes. Simply, turn it on, mov-
ing your hand up, and swipe right to select the colour and pattern.

DAE. Eindhoven, 2017
Provenance and Period:

Video:
https://vimeo.com/257380604

Polina Baikina
Portfolio. Product design

PULSE. MIRROR-LAMP
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Inspired by a traditional technique of weaving and modern technology, string vase is a result 
of a 3D parametric modelling. The familiar shape of the shell is constructed with thin beams 
that are essential to support the structure’s weight and balance. The many various patterns 
are computed by an algorithm, depending on parameters such as hight or width of the vase 
outline, then 3D printed with nylon powder. 

DAE. Eindhoven, 2017
Provenance and Period:

Polina Baikina
Portfolio. Product design

STRING VASE
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The Punkt Urban Mobility project has involved three top design schools: the RCA in Lon-
don, Lausanne’s ECAL and Design Academy Eindhoven. The brief was to create a consumer 
electronics product that enhances personal mobility in the urban environment by making 
electric-assisted cycling easier and more accessible. The design was required to be specif-
ic to where the three Schools are situated. London, Lausanne and Eindhoven are three very 
different cities, in terms of both topography and culture.

Riding two up is common in the Netherlands. Now it’s also easy. The bench seat takes a 
passenger, and the motor takes the strain. Concealed battery, built in foot rests. Robust side 
stand, allowing the bike to function as instant street furniture.

DAE. Eindhoven, 2017
Provenance and Period:

Client:
Punkt

Awards:
2017 London Design Awards, Gold Winner (Product design - concept) 

Exhibitions:
2017 Salone del Mobile, Palazzo Litta, Milano, Italy

More information about the project:
https://www.punkt.ch/en/inspiration/education/2017-pump/design-academy-eindhoven

Online publications:
Domus, Pump, 6 April 2017. Available:
https://www.domusweb.it/en/news/2017/04/06/pump_punkt.html

Designboom, Beatrice Murray-Nag, Punkt. Urban mobility project sees top art schools design 
e-bikes for different european cities, 8 April 2017. Available:
https://www.designboom.com/technology/punkt-urban-mobility-project-04-07-2017/

Dezeen, Emma Tucker, World’s leading design schools create bikes adapted to each of their 
cities for Punkt, 11 April 2017. Available:
https://www.dezeen.com/2017/04/11/design-schools-bicycles-tailored-specific-cities-punkt-
milan-design-week-2017/

Credits:
Concept, design and development:
Polina Baikina, Aurelie Varga, Varvara Lazareva, Ken Tsunoda, Sonia Bemelmans, Carissa Ten 
Tije, Paulien Nabben, Luisa Guidi, Marwane Soumer, Simone Van Doesburg, Raquel Pereira 
Silva, Teddy Schuyers, Lithai C. Pletain, Stephanie Bakker, Andreea Tecusan, Mirl Van Hoek, 
Baptiste Labat, Martin Sallieres
Production:
Torino Crea

Polina Baikina
Portfolio. Product design

BIKE FOR TWO
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Polina Baikina
Portfolio. Product design

BIKE FOR TWO. SALONE DE MOBILE MILANO 2017. PHOTO BY DEZEEN
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This project started with one simple requirement: find a product to re-design. I have chosen 
a mosquito trap, because I had to use them quite often during the high season. Usually this 
devices don’t have an attractive outlook and shine very bright, interfering with the sleep. 

I decided to keep the electronic part from existing product, but changed the case completely. 
Mosquito trap attracts insects with the light, that is dimmed by the cover and spread to create 
a nice atmosphere in the room. Thus the end result is a working prototype.

DAE. Eindhoven, 2016
Provenance and Period:

Polina Baikina
Portfolio. Product design

MOSQUITO TRAP
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A mask usually covers a person face and emotions. The emotion mask is intended to 
exaggerate and reveal what is supposed to be hidden. It is based on Arduino and uses the 
LED matrix as a canvas. With the help of sensors the expression could be changed: a happy 
face, a sad one and a crazy party mood.

DAE. Eindhoven, 2016
Provenance and Period:

Exhibitions:
2016 Campus Party, Utrecht, Netherlands

Video:
https://vimeo.com/257379804

Credits:
Concept, design and development:
Polina Baikina, Seok-hyeon Yoon

Polina Baikina
Portfolio. Communication

EMOTION MASK
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Stress is an inherent part of our lives. The first stress that humans experience is birth. It kick-
starts every system of our body and helps us to survive dangerous situations. In modern society, 
while the flow of data and information is getting faster and life is speeding up, stress starts to 
work against us by affecting our health. This project is about a poetic idea: what creates us - 
destroys us. 

The effects of stress on different systems of the human body are visualised through materi-
als: flexible silicone represents muscles; fragile porcelain stands for our heart; burns on paper 
express the stress response of the stomach, sealed paint imitates hormones circulating in our 
bodies and expanding hydrogel shows the swelling in the throat as we struggle with breathing.

The text of the book is framed in a grid, which consists of an average amount of days that the 
human embryo takes to develop. Within this timeframe our body systems appear in a specific 
order, which is represented by the placement of the chapters headlines.

Self-initiated project. Eindhoven, 2017
Provenance and Period:

Credits:
Concept, design and development:
Polina Baikina, Varvara Lazareva

Polina Baikina
Portfolio. Communication

STRESS
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The project is dedicated to the research of influence of the colour on space. I have started making 
tests with small paper models and as soon as the shape was defined, I have made a rhino model 
to find the right proportion and test colour combinations. The final result is assembled from laser-
cut pieces and the landscape, which was CNC milled. Blue stands for the imaginary places, olive 
green for feminity, orange for energy, upward motion, pink for vulnerability, grey for wisdom.

DAE. Eindhoven, 2016
Provenance and Period:

Polina Baikina
Portfolio. Communication

COLOUR IN SPACE
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The design for the cover is a visual response to the description of the universe that is given in 
the book. It says that it is composed of an indefinite number of hexagonal galleries. This shape is 
a very important part of the story and it became my main inspiration.

Book cover is a pattern that consists of many hexagons. I have started from a well-ordered, 
symmetrical system and brought chaos into it, which reflects my vision on what universe can 
seem like. Besides, the pattern allowed to make a unique title by removing some figures from 
the pattern.

Parsons, The New School. Graphic Design Summer Course. New York, 2013
Provenance and Period:

FISH              

THREADS

Polina Baikina
Portfolio. Communication

THE BOOK COVER FOR THE LIBRARY OF BABEL


